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09.00 – 09.05 Welcome
Speaker: Matthias Reischle-Park, Deputy Director, PCT Legal and User Relations Division

09.05 – 09.45 Session 1: Recent and future developments in the PCT System
Speaker(s): Eva Schumm, Senior Legal Officer, PCT Legal and User Support Section, PCT Legal and Relations Division
Thomas Henninger, Senior Legal Information Officer, PCT User Resources Section, PCT Legal and User Relations Division

09:45 – 10:15 Session 2 ePCT: Latest and future developments
Speaker(s): Viviane Gross, Head, PCT Operations Customer Support Section, PCT Operations Division

10.15 – 10:30 Break

10:30 – 11:30 Session 3: Open PCT Q&A session
Moderator: Matthias Reischle-Park
Speakers: Eva Schumm, Thomas Henninger, Viviane Gross and Cécile Chatel, Operations Team Coordinator, RO/IB Team, PCT Operations Division

11.30 Closing of virtual event
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